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Objectives:
Provide an assessment of
! the proposed tropical Indian Ocean Moored 

Buoy Array, and 
! options for designing an “optimised system“ 

for sustained in-situ data



Impact of Observations on Forecasting Systems: 
OSEs in ECMWF System

The three main components of the in situ observing network have been withdrawn one after the 
other from ECMWF system, in order  to assess their impact.
Figures show the impact on the mean temperature over the first 300m from: 

XBTs
Courtesy D. Anderson et al. 
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The three main components of the in situ observing network have been withdrawn one after the 
other from ECMWF system, in order  to assess their impact.
Figures show the impact on the mean temperature over the first 300m from: 
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Courtesy D. Anderson et al. 



Impact of Observations on Forecasting Systems: 
OSEs in ECMWF System

The three main components of the in situ observing network have been withdrawn one after the 
other from ECMWF system, in order  to assess their impact.
Figures show the impact on the mean temperature over the first 300m from: 

Moorings
Courtesy D. Anderson et al. 



Outline

• Describe a simple analysis system that involves fitting 
observations to EOF modes for
o seasonal-to-interannual D20 and 
o intraseasonal MLD and SST

• Assess different options for IO mooring array design
" Proposed array (32 sub-surface moorings)
" Variations in the number and location of moorings
" Optimal mooring arrays 

• Summary and Conclusions



Existing Moorings 
(India, Japan)

Proposed Array 
(IOC/CLIVAR/ 
IOGOOS IOP)
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Model output
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- Resolution: 2 º x 0.5º - 1º, L25
- Integration: Jan 1982-May 1994
- * NOAA OLR (+/- 15º)  
+ NCEP (outside +/- 15º)

(3 day averages)



D20: Mean and Standard Deviation

Model Obs. (Levitus)



D20: EOF Modes 1-3

First 20 modes explain
about 99.5% of the 
total variance



Analysis System
• We assume that the true field we wish to analyse can be well approximated by:

• We construct a matrix M, with columns that are EOFs:

• Given an array of observations Xobs, we obtain an estimate of the true field by solving 
the least squares problem:

… for c, a column vector; where H is an operator that interpolates each column to 
observation locations.

• In the examples that follow we use only 20 modes.



Statistics
• Perform a 17-year reanalysis of model data for D20
• Perform reanalysis of 26 intraseasonal events for MLD 

and SST (May 1985 to April 1994)

• The quality of the reconstruction is quantified by 
– the mean and standard deviation of the true/modeled D20, 

MLD and SST
– Anomaly correlation (between reconstructed and 

true/modeled)
– The root-mean-squared error (reconstructed minus 

true/modeled)
– Skill score = 1 – RMS error / (true standard deviation)

• The fields used to calculate the EOFs are also used to 
assess the observing system; so it’s a little “in-bred”.



D20: 32-Mooring Array: Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

RMS error = 13+-10m
Correlation = 0.8



D20: 28-Mooring Array: Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

RMS error = 20+-19m
Correlation = 0.7



D20: 37-Mooring Array: Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

RMS error = 10+-6m
Correlation = 0.86



D20: 16-Mooring Array: Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

RMS error = 28+-11m
Correlation = 0.56



Simulation of Intraseasonal Variability 
SST: Anomaly Composites Model Anomaly Composites Obs.

ºC

Anomaly Composites MLD      

m
Schiller and Godfrey, 2003



MLD Composites: 32-Mooring Array: 
Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

RMS error = 9.6+-5.8m
Correlation = 0.72



MLD Composites: 16-Mooring Array: 
Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

RMS error = 21+-15m
Correlation = 0.41



SST Composites (Obs.): 32-Mooring Array: 
Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

RMS error = 0.24+-0.12oC
Correlation = 0.85

ºC



SST Composites (Model): 32-Mooring Array: 
Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

RMS error = 0.3+-0.19oC
Correlation = 0.82

ºC



SST Composites (Obs.): 16-Mooring Array: 
Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

RMS error = 0.45+-0.24oC
Correlation = 0.64

ºC



SST Composites (Model): 16-Mooring Array: 
Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

RMS error = 0.64+-0.42oC
Correlation = 0.57

ºC



Analysis System
• We assume that the true field we wish to analyse can be well approximated by:

• We construct a matrix M, with columns that are EOFs:

• Given an array of observations Xobs, we obtain an estimate of the true field by solving 
the least squares problem:

… for c, a column vector; where H is an operator that interpolates each column to 
observation locations.

• In the examples that follow we use only 20 modes.



Optimal Array Design
• We construct the matrix MM, with columns that are EOFs; and normalise the matrix:

• Since MM is orthonormal:

• But is only true if HH is an “optimal” sample of the EOFs.

• We need to sample MM in such a way that is as close to the identity 
matrix as possible. 

Mode 2Mode 1

Good 
array
Bad 
array

Condition number of

# 1

Condition number of

# infinity



Optimal Array Selection



D20: “Optimal” 32-Mooring Array: Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

Proposed
RMS error = 13+-10m
Correlation = 0.80

Optimal
RMS error = 9.7+-4.8m
Correlation = 0.86



D20: 21-Mooring Equatorial Array: Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

Proposed
RMS error = 22+-21m
Correlation = 0.63

Optimal
RMS error = 5+-2m
Correlation = 0.93



MLD Composites: “Optimal” 32-Mooring Array: Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

Proposed
RMS error = 9.6+-5.8m
Correlation = 0.72

Optimal
RMS error = 9.1+-3.7m
Correlation = 0.74



SST Composites (Observed): “Optimal” 16-Mooring Array:
Correlation, RMS Error and Skill

Proposed
RMS error = 0.45+-0.24oC
Correlation = 0.64

Optimal
RMS error = 0.18+-0.07oC
Correlation = 0.89



Conclusions (I)
Analysis of quantities observable by the proposed array of 32 sub-
surface moorings in Indian Ocean:

!Sampling of seasonal-to-interannual variability of D20:
• The proposed array of profiles is sufficient to capture the main

characteristics of interannual dynamics in the lower latitudes,             

e.g. along equatorial wave guide. 
• Redundancies exist within the equatorial wave guide
• However: shorter length-scales away from the equator require   

denser off-equatorial array, particularly around 12ºS.

!Sampling of intraseasonal variability of MLD and SST:
• The proposed array does not appear to be adequate to 

resolve intraseasonal variability, i.e. does not capture the spatial scales.



Conclusions (II)
!Optimal sampling strategies for D20, MLD and SST:

• For a given number of moorings the optimal sites seem to be located 
along the subtropical wave guide at ~12ºS and along the boundaries of 
the domain, i.e. outside the equatorial wave guide (exception: MLD).

• Only marginal improvements were achieved with the optimal 32-mooring 
array compared to the proposed 32-mooring array (Correlation, RMS, 
Skill).

• However, improvements in the optimal 16-mooring array compared to 
the proposed 16-mooring array resulted in notably higher correlations 
and reduced RMS errors.

!Different model configurations (e.g. resolution) with different forcing (e.g. 
NCEP/FSU,ERS1/2, ECMWF wind stresses) produced similar answers.



Conclusions (III)

!Limitations:

• An optimal array is only optimal for the analysis/assimilation

system for which it is designed.

• Analysis system does not account for errors in observations in any

rigorous way. 

• Model(s) do not represent the ocean circulation in its full complexity    

(due to limited resolution, parameterisation, forcing):
$ ensembles of models might provide more robust results
How do we establish a coordinated approach? 



Indian Ocean Modeling Workshop: International Pacific Research Center, November 29 – December 3, 2004

Thank You!
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